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POLICE SCIENCE BOOK REVIEWS
develops an instinctive hostility towards the
investigator." (p. 112).
"... Mere knowledge of the interviewee's lan-
guage is not enough. The interrogator who is
able to speak the same dialect as the subject is
definitely at an advantage." (p. 114).
"In a double murder case... the Supreme
Court ... observed, 'The fact that the witnesses
are women and the fate of seven men hangs on
their testimony is not valid reason for saying
that corroboration is necessary to act on their
evidence. We know of no such rule.' In other
words, simply on the grounds of sex females
cannot be dubbed as untrustworthy witnesses
in India." (p. 32).
Much of the advice, however, can be applied to
interrogation in any culture:
"When a policeman indulges in third degree
methods, he only degrades himself to the level
of the criminal; and perhaps he compares even
less favourably with the criminal in his custody."
(p. 135).
"If the suspect pleads innocence or comes out
with excuses, it would be better to allow him to
exhaust himself.... The more the suspect lies,
the weaker his position becomes in the long-run
for it is almost impossible to lie consistently and
logically for any length of time." (p. 147).
The rest of the book is sketchy (Chapter 2 cover-
ing lie detection equipment is only 9 pages). The
volume suffers from a lack of index (although,
hopefully, this will appear in volume II).
The major criticism of the book is that it offers
nothing novel to the American reader. Deb does
present interesting insights into law enforcement
as it is practiced in India and provides good back-
ground information on the social and legal forces
in this area. The author is well-informed on both
Indian and American practices and offers percep-
tive comparisons between the two systems.
The book can be recommended for the scholar
and researcher, but its practical value to the
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